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Shark navigator swivel plus upright vacuum nv46

Image Not Available Top positive reviewAll positive reviews › Susannah5.0 of 5 starsFantastic Vacuum Reviewed in the United States on April 9, 2017I'm so glad that I bought this vacuum cleaner. Shark Navigator Swivel Upright NV46 (Certified Refurbished) is just wonderful. (My previous vacuum was Hoover.) It arrived at the time without damage to the
box, came with padding attachment and wand, and was easy to assemble. Beautiful-looking vacuum. And then I plugged it in. The first room I used it was the master bedroom, where the carpet is usually cleaner than the rest of the house and WOW! I was surprised at what was lurking in the carpet. The drum was maybe 1/2 filled when I was done, and the
carpet was clean and fluffy. The cylinder is easy to remove and dumps from the bottom. Very convenient. Same fantastic results throughout the house. Also, the hose is long and flexible. Swivel turn is a nice feature, too. The only drawback is that the base is not very wide, so it takes more swipes in the vacuum area than with the wider hoover, but the
difference in performance is worth that small compromise. I absolutely recommend this Shark. And I'll probably buy another Shark when it's time to replace this one. eBayHealth and BeautyDevelopmentHair style devicesAbout this sellerRelated items to consider 0622356536738, 0622356536738, 0787790034308Telextic handle, bag change indicator, head
light, multi surface, portable, rinsable filter, Rotating brushes, Lift Off, Quiet, Handle Control, Edge Cleaning, Height Correction, Carpet Cleaning, Self Propelled, Cord Rewind, Dirt Sensor, Ergonomic HandleExtension Wand, Filter, Duster, Upholstery Brush, Crevice ToolThis item does not belong on this page. Thanks, we'll look into it. An error occurred while
processing your request. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc.
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